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Welcome to the first issue of our newsletter! 
We aim to share with you the latest updates on the services and 
promotions that our Group has to o�er. With Thomson Hospital Kota 
Damansara, TMC Fertility, Thomson TCM and TMC Care Pharmacy, we are 
able to meet your healthcare needs in a holistic manner.

Thomson Hospital Online
Now you can have a consultation with our 
specialists from any location that’s 
convenient to you. You can also obtain 
prescriptions and have your medications 
delivered to your doorstep. Skip the 
waiting time and try out this new service 
today!

IVF Package Promotion
Trying for a baby? We have extended our 
Hari Raya IVF promotion until August 31, 
2020. Here’s your last chance to take 
advantage of our promo prices! TMC 
Fertility@Thomson Hospital can help you 
achieve your parenthood dreams.
Whatsapp 016-2111-357 or 018-2111-930 
for more information.

ADAPTING TO THE
NEW NORMAL

EVENTS

Antenatal Class
Our ever popular antenatal class is back 
by demand! The recent session saw 17 
couples who enjoyed talks and 
demonstrations by our specialists, 
clinical instructors and lactation nurses. 
Look out for the next round and sign up 
quickly because spaces are limited. You 
can register via WhatsApp to 012-6963 
012 or simply tap this link:

Free Flu Vaccination CSR
For six days in June, our Hospital gave 
out close to 1,500 shots of quadrivalent 
flu vaccine to the public and our sta� as 
part of our corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) e�orts. As our CEO said, “THKD 
has always believed that it is our 
responsibility to help our communities 
lead healthier lives.”

Click here https://www.doctoroncall.com.my/
find-doctor/thomson-hospitals

https://bit.ly/30akAnx
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“Thank you for being the best doctor!”
Dear Dr Yong,
Thank you for giving me such good treatment during the birth of my son. Delivering my 
new baby boy was so much easier than expected. I’m so glad to have you there taking care 
of me since the beginning of my pregnancy and follow-up consultations. Thank you for 
coming to the hospital in the middle of the night to deliver my baby. I wish you well and all 
the nurses at TMC Fertility Kepong and Thomson Hospital Kota Damansara too. I can’t wait 
to see you when I get pregnant again. Thank you for being the best doctor!

Sharon Leong  

Dr Yong Jee Kien
Consultant Obstetrician & Gynaecologist, 
Fertility Specialist

Dr Mallina Sivarajasingam
Consultant ENT, Head & Neck Surgeon

5 Fun Facts about ENT 
1. Will spicy foods cause sore throat?
Eating too much spicy food can cause a 
sore throat because it will cause 
inflammation which leads to swelling, 
which leads to a sore throat. 
2. Can you faint from a nosebleed?
Nosebleeds can be very profuse. There 
can be a lot of bleeding. It can cause you 
to feel slightly faint, but there won’t be 
that much loss of blood to cause you to 
faint. 
3. Is ear candling safe?
No! In fact, it can be dangerous. I’ve seen 
patients who have burns on their ears 
caused by hot wax; some patients have 
even come in with ear perforations. So I 
would not recommend it at all.
4. Does holding in a sneeze cause 
damage to the ears?
If you hold in a sneeze when your nose is 
congested or when you have a bad flu, it 
can cause some of the mucus from the 

Information extracted from the video, “Very Important ENT Questions with Dr Mallina”. To watch this video and lots more, go 
to Thomson Hospital Kota Damansara’s YouTube channel at 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgY-iKkGRjk6r6_Vi08SSEA/videos

To find out more about Dr Mallina, go to
https://thomsonhospitals.com/doctor/dr-mallina-sivarajasingam/

back of the nose to get trapped behind 
your eardrum. Then you can get a 
blocked ear and you might experience 
some hearing loss. But holding a sneeze 
won’t cause a rupture of your eardrum.
5. Does swimming frequently cause 
hearing loss?
Swimming can cause swimmer’s ear 
which is an ear infection but it’s not going 
to cause hearing loss. When you have an 
ear infection, your ears will feel blocked. 
You may experience temporary hearing 
loss, but nothing permanent.

Sharon Leong, happy mother of two. Ms Leong's long-awaited second child was delivered by
Dr Yong Jee Kien.


